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Push it Real: Perceiving Causality in Virtual Interactions

Ludovic Hoyet∗ Rachel McDonnell† Carol O’Sullivan‡

Graphics, Vision and Visualisation Group, Trinity College Dublin

Figure 1: A typical virtual interaction depicting a causal event: one character pushes another, who reacts appropriately. Timing errors, force
mismatches and angular distortions can affect the perceived realism of the scene.

Abstract

With recent advances in real-time graphics technology, more real-
istic, believable and appealing virtual characters are needed than
ever before. Both player-controlled avatars and non-player char-
acters are now starting to interact with the environment, other vir-
tual humans and crowds. However, simulating physical contacts
between characters and matching appropriate reactions to specific
actions is a highly complex problem, and timing errors, force mis-
matches and angular distortions are common. To investigate the
effect of such anomalies on the perceived realism of two-character
interactions, we captured a motion corpus of pushing animations
and corresponding reactions and then conducted a series of per-
ceptual experiments. We found that participants could easily dis-
tinguish between five different interaction forces, even when only
one of the characters was visible. Furthermore, they were sensitive
to all three types of anomalous interactions: timing errors of over
150ms were acceptable less than 50% of the time, with early or
late reactions being equally perceptible; participants could perceive
force mismatches, though over-reactions were more acceptable than
under-reactions; finally, angular distortions when a character reacts
to a pushing force reduce the acceptability of the interactions, but
there is some evidence for a preference of expansion away from
the pushing character’s body. Our results provide insights to aid
in designing motion capture sessions, motion editing strategies and
balancing animation budgets.
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1 Introduction

Many examples of realistic, believable and appealing virtual char-
acters can be seen in recent movies, as advances in rendering and
data-driven animation have enabled the creation of truly compelling
characters. Even virtual humans in video games have reached im-
pressive levels of realism, with captured motions used extensively
to provide very natural animations. However, as soon as interac-
tions between the animated human and the environment are needed,
disturbing artifacts such as interpenetrations and footsliding can oc-
cur. Consider now the more complex problem of simulating com-
plex interactions between characters, such as can be seen in pushing
or fighting scenarios in many recently released games such as As-
sassin’s CreedTM, LA NoireTMand Red Dead RedemptionTM. The
problem of collision avoidance, which enables crowd flow by steer-
ing the individuals around obstacles and other crowd members, has
been well studied and is tractable for real-time systems. However,
the animation of characters who actually come into physical con-
tact with each other and react appropriately, e.g., when touched,
pushed or struck, is a much more difficult problem to solve. In
many situations, it is not possible to capture the motions of inter-
acting characters simultaneously, thereby necessitating significant
motion editing and animation by hand in order to correctly match up
animations. Alternatively, animation budget constraints during the
development of a game call for extensive reuse of a set of generic
motions, which can result in a limited set of reactions that can often
look implausible when linked together [Therien and Bernard 2008;
Laidacker and Barbeau 2011].

In this paper, we consider the problem of animating character in-
teractions in real-time applications such as the above-mentioned
games, though our results should also be relevant for other scenarios
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in which an appropriate reaction motion clip needs to be matched to
a specific action clip. We study the factors that affect the perception
of causality in human interactions, i.e, the impression that the action
of one individual (the source) causes an appropriate reaction in an-
other person (the target). The perception of causal events has been
studied by many researchers in psychology, and it has been shown
by Michotte [1963] and in many subsequent studies that by manip-
ulating timing and physical interactions during causal interactions,
the meaning or realism of such events can be altered. Therefore,
as a first step we explore the perception of pushing interactions be-
tween two people (see Figure 1), and ask the following questions:

1. How distinctive are different levels of pushing forces?

2. Is reliable information about the interaction forces conveyed
by both the target and source characters’ motions?

3. To what extent do timing errors reduce the perception of
causality during two-character interactions?

4. How acceptable are force mismatches of the target and
source animations (e.g., when a character over-reacts to a
push, as can be seen in many current videogames)?

5. Will angular distortions to the direction of a target’s reaction
be perceptible (another common artifact)?

We captured a set of motions of two actors pushing each other at
different levels of force (none beyond their comfort level, as we
were not investigating extreme fight actions). In a set of Baseline
Experiments (Section 4), we evaluated how the force of each inter-
action was perceived, and whether more dynamic information was
available from the motion of the source or target of the push. In our
Causality Experiments (Section 5), we investigated timing, force
and angular anomalies and found that all three types had an effect
on the perceived plausibility of interactions.

The short answers to our five questions are: 1) participants could
easily distinguish between five different interaction forces; 2) this
was true even when only one or other of the characters was visible;
3) timing errors of over 150ms were acceptable less than 50% of the
time, with early or late reactions being equally perceptible; 4) par-
ticipants could perceive force mismatches, though over-reactions
were more acceptable than under-reactions; and finally, 5) angular
distortions when a character reacts to a pushing force reduce the
acceptability of the interactions, but there is some evidence of a
preference for expansion away from the pushing character’s body.
Our results provide valuable insights to developers of games, and
will help them when planning motion capture sessions, animation
budgets and clip selection/editing strategies for their crowd and in-
teraction systems.

2 Related Work

In computer animation, the simulation of multiple character interac-
tions is still a challenge. Previous research has focused on combin-
ing motion clips to generate new large-scale multi-character envi-
ronments [Lee et al. 2006; Shum et al. 2008], as well as addressing
the challenging problem of close tangled interactions between two
characters [Ho et al. 2010]. Other researchers have also explored
the use of machine learning to learn probabilistic models from cap-
tured interactions and to synthesize new interactions [Kwon et al.
2008], or decision theory algorithms for competition and collabo-
ration between virtual characters [Shum et al. 2012].

Several researchers also focused on synthesizing physically-based
interactions between virtual characters. For instance, Zordan and
Hodgins [2002] addressed this problem by tracking a reference mo-
tion while reacting to perturbations and ensuring balance. Other ap-

proaches involved searching motion capture databases for the most
appropriate reactions [Arikan et al. 2005; Komura et al. 2005; Yin
et al. 2005; Zordan et al. 2005] or handling interactions between
virtual characters by solving a spacetime optimization problem with
physically based objectives and constraints [Liu et al. 2006].

The perception of human motion has also been studied. Hod-
gins et al. [2010] explored the saliency of different face and body
motion anomalies on the realism of virtual actors. Others have
shown that observers can accurately estimate lifted weight [Rune-
son and Frykholm 1983] or pulled weight [Michaels and de Vries
1998], but cannot accurately distinguish between small weight dif-
ferences [Hoyet et al. 2010]. Reitsma et al. [2008] found that users
were sensitive to changes in horizontal velocity, vertical velocity or
gravity during ballistic motion, and that sensitivity to certain types
of errors was higher when displayed on realistic virtual humans
rather than on simple objects. Majkowska and Faloutsos [2007]
also studied user sensitivity to errors in aerial motions, and found
that subjects were not sensitive to even significant changes in angu-
lar momentum during ballistic motion.

When considering interactions between two people, say A and B,
sometimes their reactions to each other will be intentional, e.g.,
A chases B and B runs away, while at other times an action can
elicit an involuntary reaction e.g., A could push B, or shout very
loudly at him to make him jump. In the former case, both A and B
are clearly behaving as animate beings, whereas in the latter case,
A causes the reaction in B. In psychology, researchers have been
studying the perception of causality and animacy for many years,
starting with the pioneering work of Michotte [1963]. Michotte
showed, using extremely basic animations of two disks interacting,
that people infer causal and animacy properties in simple displays
and that this perception can be changed by manipulating the time
and spatial properties of the displays. For example, if a time delay
is introduced at the point of collision, this can change the percep-
tion that A caused B to move, to A and B both being perceived as
animate beings acting under their own volition. A good overview
of the perception of causality and animacy can be found in [Scholl
and Tremoulet 2000].

In the graphics domain, O’Sullivan et al. [2003] expanded on some
of these results to explore the issue of visual fidelity of simulated
collisions. Noting that real-time constraints can result in reduced
accuracy of collision detection and response in physically based
animations, they evaluated the effect of angular, momentum and
spatio-temporal distortions on the perception of 3D rigid body col-
lisions. Amongst other results, they found that: errors in the source
(i.e., striking) object’s post-collision trajectories were found to be
much more acceptable than incorrect target responses, with expan-
sion of the path preferred to contraction; an ‘over-reaction’, i.e.,
when linear or angular velocity was added to the target object post-
collision, was more acceptable than when the target slowed down;
and finally, that any delays of over 60ms added at the point of col-
lision could affect perceived causality. Subsequently, Yeh et al.
[2009] explored some of these error tolerances further in order to
tune a physics-based rigid-body simulation system.

However, the tolerance to simulation errors with respect to human
interactions is still unknown and seldom studied. Therefore, correct
interactions between characters are left to the skill of the animators,
even in an authoring tool for interactions as described in [Kim et al.
2009]. In this paper, we aim to extend these studies further to in-
clude the perception of causal events involving virtual humans.
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Figure 2: (a) Front push. (b) Back push.

Figure 3: Left: 7 push directions (blue) and corresponding reac-
tions (red). Center and right: examples of pushes from different
directions (0◦center back and 45◦left).

3 Motion Capture & Editing

3.1 Motion Capture

Two actors participated in a motion capture session where we
recorded interactions between them. Actors were non-professional
and were accustomed to the motion capture process and environ-
ment. All pushes were performed with the right hand. Throughout
this paper, the source refers to the pusher and the target to the per-
son being pushed.

In order to cover a range of interaction forces, we asked the actors to
push at 5 different levels from 1 to 5. Actors were asked to calibrate
their pushes such that level 5 was very heavy but not uncomfortable
for the target. The source was randomly instructed to push at the
various force levels, and the target was unaware of the force of the
push in advance. After each push, the target was asked to self-report
on the level of force he felt. As we wished to determine if there were
differences between back and front interactions, we also recorded a
range of pushes and reactions from both directions (Figure 2). For
each push direction and level, we recorded 3 takes.

To study angular distortions, we also captured reactions to pushes
on the back from different directions. For the purpose of accu-
rately evaluating angular distortions, we sampled reactions at ev-
ery 22◦(Figure 3). For each direction, the source was instructed
to walk towards the target in the direction of the desired reaction
and to push him. The actors were instructed to push at a consis-
tent medium force level over all directions. We recorded 3 takes for
each direction.

Motion capture was conducted using a 13 camera Vicon optical sys-
tem, where 55 markers were placed on the body of the target and 57
on the pusher. The extra markers for the pusher recorded the index
and baby finger on the pushing hand, for more accurate measure-
ment of the push interaction. The body motion (captured at 120Hz)
of both actors was mapped onto a skeleton, where joint angles were
computed and used to drive the virtual characters in Autodesk 3ds
Max. Two virtual characters were chosen which roughly matched

Figure 4: Causality Experiments’ stimuli. At the time of contact
(top-left) the source’s hand is in contact with the target. During the
interaction (top-right), interpenetrations are caused by temporal or
physical distortions. Middle: correction of interpenetrations using
Inverse Kinematics. Bottom: control stimuli without alterations of
the captured motions using a fixed 1m offset.

the body masses of our actors. In order to further minimize re-
targeting errors, we altered the heights of the characters and the
lengths of their limbs to match those of the actors. Some of the
interactions caused highly dynamic motion, so we therefore gener-
ated movies at 60fps in order to allow for smooth motion percep-
tion. A white background was chosen to provide good contrast.
In each of our experiments, participants were comfortably seated
at their preferred distance from a 24-inch screen. All videos were
displayed at 1280×1024 and at 60Hz.

3.2 Preparing the Stimuli

Introducing temporal, physical or angular distortions into interac-
tions between virtual characters can cause the arm of the source
character to penetrate the body of the target (Figure 4, top). Such
artifacts are usually corrected using Inverse Kinematics (IK) to en-
force the contact of the hand of the source character on the target.
We therefore produced Edited interactions using an IK correction
method (Figure 4, middle), based on observation of our captured in-
teractions. To solve contacts during interactions, we first specified
a contact location on the torso and the back of the target character.
Six additional contact locations were also specified on the back of
the target character for the pushes coming from different directions.
All these locations roughly matched the average location of all the
corresponding captured interactions. For the duration of the inter-
action, the hand of the source was enforced to be flat on the target’s
contact location. We used an analytical IK solution to solve the arm
configuration while enforcing the wrist position, as in [Kulpa et al.
2005]. This contact constraint was smoothly enabled and disabled
to prevent discontinuities. When mismatching pushes and reactions
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from different captured pairs, the source’s arm motion often ap-
peared to be unnatural. From the original captured interactions, we
observed that the source’s pushing arm almost always ended in an
extended pose. We therefore modified our IK algorithm to ensure
that contact was maintained as long as the target was reachable, i.e.,
as long as it could be pushed.

The perception of causal events could depend on the IK method de-
signed to ensure the contact of interactions, and indeed the contact
itself could provide additional information. We therefore examined
a Control case, where the motions were un-edited. To avoid inter-
penetrations while minimizing modifications of the captured inter-
actions, we therefore displaced the source and the target characters
by a fixed 1m offset (Figure 4, bottom) in the control experiments.

4 Selecting the Interactions

In order to investigate the perception of anomalous interactions, we
needed to ensure that we were modifying a set of real interactions
where the five different force levels were clearly perceptible. We
first performed a Biomechanical Analysis, where we computed the
impulse force exerted by the source on the target (Section 4.1). We
found that both actors were able to consciously push at five dis-
tinct force levels. However, are these five force levels perceptible
to a human viewer? In order to answer this question, we conducted
two Baseline Experiments, where participants rated the force level
of all the interactions (Section 4.2). We found that all five force
levels were recognizable, and selected the three most appropriately
rated clips per level as stimuli for all remaining experiments. For
these motions we examined whether the source or the target motion
was more important for perceiving the force, by repeating the ex-
periment with only the former or latter visible. Force levels could
be recognized from both target and source motions alone, with the
target motion providing the most reliable cues.

4.1 Biomechanical Analysis

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the performed pushes, we first
calculated the physical attributes of the interaction. For each cap-
tured interaction, we computed the Impulse Force (IF ) exerted on
the target. This force is directly linked to the acceleration of the
center of mass c and can be expressed as:

IF = m

∫ tj

ti

c̈(t).dt (1)

where m is the mass of the target, c̈ is the acceleration of the center
of mass, and ti and tj are the start and end time of the interaction
period.

To automatically compute the interaction period, we searched for
the period of minimum distance between the hand of the source
and the body of the target. We selected a set of six markers on the
hand of the source (ss), and another set (st) on the target’s body
(from 3 to 5 markers). The set st was selected according to the
proximity of markers from the source’s hand during the interaction.
We then computed the sum of the squared distance between every
combination of pairs of markers (ms,mt):

d =
∑

ms∈ss

∑
mt∈st

dist(ms,mt)
2 (2)

where dist(ms,mt) is the Euclidean distance between markers ms

and mt. The interaction period then corresponds to the time period
when both d and its derivative are under a given threshold.

In order to compute the impulse force, we created a biomechanical
model of each actor using De Leva anthropometric tables [De Leva

1996]. These models were used to compute the trajectory of the
center of mass of the target. Table 1 shows that the average impulse
force increased on a linear scale per captured force level.

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5
Average IF (N·s) 47 88 133 164 207

Std. Err. (N·s) 4 8 10 8 9

Table 1: Average and standard error values of the impulse
force (IF) for each captured level of interaction (L=Level).

4.2 Baseline Experiments

Twenty eight volunteers took part in these experiments, 14 (6F-8M)
in the two-characters group, and 14 (7F-8M) different participants
in the one-character group. For all our experiments, participants
were aged between 20 and 40, came from different disciplinary
backgrounds, and were naı̈ve to the purpose of the studies.

Two-characters baseline: First we asked: “Can participants per-
ceive five distinct levels of force in pushing interactions, and does
this differ per actor?” This experiment was split into two random
blocks, in each of which a different push Direction (back, front) was
viewed. Ninety movies were viewed in random order in each block:
2 Actor (each in two roles: source or target) × 5 force Level (1-5)
× 3 takes × 3 repetitions. Participants first viewed an example of
a light interaction from a different push direction that was not seen
in the experiment. They were then asked to rate each interaction on
a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 was ‘very light’ and 5 was ‘very heavy’.

Motion selection: Based on the results of the two-characters base-
line, for each Direction (front, back), we sorted all takes for each
actor according to their average user ratings. Then, the set of thirty
individual motions for each direction was resampled to reproduce
five validated Levels: (v. light, light, medium, heavy, v. heavy);
where we chose the three most closest rated clips per level (e.g, the
three motions selected for medium were those closest to a rating of
3). These motions will be referred to as the user-validated motions.

One-character baseline: Our next question was: “Is most infor-
mation about the pushing force coming from the source’s pushing
motion, or from the target’s reaction?”. We wished to determine the
extent to which each Role (source or target only) conveyed informa-
tion about the interaction, for the user-validated motions. The ex-
periment was split into four blocks: two randomly presented blocks
showed stimuli with only the source character visible pushing from
the front or back, respectively. The other two randomly presented
blocks showed trials with only the target visible. Sixty movies were
shown to participants in random order, per block: 5 force Level
(v. light to v. heavy) × 3 takes × 3 repetitions. Either the source or
target motion blocks were presented first, counterbalanced across
participants.

4.2.1 Results

In order to answer our questions, we must test for statistically sig-
nificant differences in responses to the different stimuli. We are
interested in both Main Effects (i.e., when a particular variable or
factor has an overall effect, independently of the other variables);
and Interaction Effects (i.e., when the effect of a variable differs
depending on the level(s) of one or more of the other variables). To
test for such effects, we use Repeated Measures Analysis of Vari-
ance (ANOVA) on the data from all our experiments. When we find
main or interaction effects, we explore what is causing these effects
further using a Neuman-Keuls post-hoc test for pair-wise compar-
isons of means. We only report effects that are significant at the
95% level, i.e., where the probability that the difference between
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Figure 5: Average user rating of the force level of the interaction
for the one-character baseline. User ratings for source or target
only are compared with user ratings of the same motions in the
two-characters baseline (vertical bars depict standard errors).

means occurred by chance is less than 5% (i.e., p < 0.05). See
Table 2 for the most interesting significant effects from all exper-
iments (a full statistical analysis is available in the supplemental
material).

Two-characters baseline: Participant ratings were averaged over
the three repetitions of each take. We then performed a three-way
repeated measures ANOVA on this data with within-subjects fac-
tors: 5 Level × 2 Direction × 2 Actor. We found that participants
could recognize 5 distinct levels of interaction forces in virtual in-
teractions, and that this was the case for the motions from both
actors. One actor was pushing slightly harder than the other, but
only from the front, and not for the very light or very heavy mo-
tions. Any interaction effects were caused by differences in push
forces of less than half a level on average. We therefore used the
user ratings of these pushes to select the three optimal motions for
each combination of factors.

One-character baseline: Based on the ratings of the user-validated
motions, we averaged over the three selected motions per combi-
nation of factors. A three-way repeated measures ANOVA with
within-subjects factors: 2 Role × 5 Level × 2 Direction showed
that five distinct levels of forces are recognizable from both source
and target motions. Reactions of the target were considered to be
slightly stronger on average than the source (2.8 vs. 2.5 resp.) and
were either stronger or the same across all levels, but only from the
front. Again, any differences were within half a level.

In Figure 5, we compare the results from the one-character base-
line with the two-character results (selecting only the ratings of the
user-validated clips in the latter case). We performed two three-
way, mixed, repeated measures ANOVAs with within-subjects fac-
tors: 5 Level × 2 Direction; and between-subjects factor: 2 Role.
The first Role value was ‘both visible’ for both tests, and the second
was either ‘source only visible’ or ‘target only visible’ respectively.
There was no effect of Role when the target only was compared
with the two-character values, though interaction effects show that
the target forces alone look slightly lighter from the back and for
the two heaviest levels. The source forces alone look consistently
lighter, in particular for the front direction. However, all differences
were again within half a force level, so both source and target mo-
tion provide reliable information about interaction forces, in par-
ticular for the target’s reactions.

5 Causality Experiments

It has been shown that the realism of causal and dynamic events
can be affected by different types of distortions, especially tem-
poral, momentum and angular errors [Michotte 1963; O’Sullivan
et al. 2003; Reitsma et al. 2008; Reitsma and O’Sullivan 2009].
Therefore, in this set of experiments, we looked for answers to the
following questions:

To what extent do Timing Errors reduce the perception of causality
during two-character interactions (Section 5.1)? For rigid body in-
teractions, delays of 60ms were found to be perceptible 50% of the
time [Reitsma and O’Sullivan 2009]; what would this threshold be
for human interactions? In games, a reaction can often happen too
early or too late, due to delays in finding a suitable clip in the former
case, or inaccurate collision processing in the latter. Would partici-
pants be less sensitive to timing errors in character interactions than
in the rigid body case, perhaps due to the increased complexity of
human motion and perceived animacy? We found that participants
were less sensitive to timing errors in character interactions, with
150ms errors acceptable less than 50% of the time.

How acceptable are Force Mismatches of the target and source ani-
mations (Section 5.2)? Momentum changes can often be introduced
through the process of motion or interaction editing (e.g., [Sok et al.
2010]) or when a reduced animation budget places a constraint on
the number of motion clips available to produce appropriate target
reactions for source actions [Laidacker and Barbeau 2011]. In prac-
tice, a selection of generic motions are often ‘mixed and matched’
in order to create a varied set of motions and interactions, some-
times with changes to the timing and posing of the captured clips
and/or with added overlapping motion [Therien and Bernard 2008;
McCann and Pollard 2007]. While such manipulations can be ac-
ceptable to the viewer, often they create a jarring effect that reduces
overall realism and user satisfaction. Errors introduced in ballistic
motions were found to be more perceptible on a realistic human
than on a simple sphere [Reitsma et al. 2008], so how sensitive
will people be if we mismatch the force exerted by one realistic hu-
man’s animation with the reaction of another reacting to a different
force level? We found that participants perceived force mismatches,
though over-reactions were more acceptable than under-reactions.

Will Angular Distortions in the direction of a reaction to a pushing
force be perceptible (Section 5.3)? In the case of simple collisions
between rigid spheres, it has been shown that significant distortions
of the angles of the collision normals can be acceptable to viewers,
and that anomalies in the post collision trajectories of the source
sphere are less perceptible than for the target [O’Sullivan et al.
2003]. Furthermore, expansion of the target’s post-collision tra-
jectory, i.e., distortions outwards from the collision direction, were
found to be more realistic than inwards rotations. In the case of
physical interactions between realistic human characters, will the
increased motion complexity help to mask such angular distortions,
or will participants be even more sensitive because of familiarity
with human motion? We found that angular distortions were obvi-
ous to participants, and there is some evidence of a preference for
expansion away from the pushing character’s body.

Seventy-five participants (34F, 41M) volunteered for a set of exper-
iments to investigate these issues: 30 each for the Timing Errors
and Force Mismatches experiments (15 Edited, 15 Control in each
case), and 15 for the Angular Distortion experiment. Male and
Female participants were counterbalanced in each case. Table 2
presents the most interesting significant results for all experiments
(with full analysis in the supplemental material).
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5.1 Timing Errors

We studied timing errors for three of the original force Level values
(very light, medium, very heavy), which we selected from the set
of user-validated motions. Based on a pilot study, we selected a set
of Time offsets which represented a good range of perceptibility:
450ms, 350ms, 250ms, 200ms, 150ms, 100ms, 50ms, 0ms. The
Reaction of the target could be either early (where the target moves
before the original timing of the captured contact), or late (where
the target reacts after the original contact time). The Direction of
the push was either from the front or the back, as before. In the
Edited experiment, interpenetrations were avoided by correcting
the contact of the interactions with our IK method, whereas in the
Control experiment, the motions were unaltered and the characters
were displayed at a fixed 1m offset (See Section 3 for details).

In order to relate timing offsets to perceived correctness, we chose a
2-Alternative Forced Choice protocol (2AFC). After each trial, par-
ticipants had to indicate whether the timing of the interaction was
correct or incorrect, using the left or right mouse button. In total,
96 movies were shown to participants in each experiment: 2 Direc-
tion (back, front) × 3 Level (very light, medium, very heavy) ×
2 Reaction (early or late) × 8 Time (0 - 450ms) × 3 repetitions.
Either late or early reactions were randomly selected to be shown
first, from the front or the back (also in random order) and movies
were presented in random order in each block.

Results: A four-way repeated measures ANOVA with within-
subjects factors: 2 Direction × 3 Level × 2 Reaction × 8 Time
was performed on the results of both the Edited and the Control
experiments.

A main effect of Level was found in both experiments, where the
light forces were perceived to be correct more often: 55% of the
time in the case of the edited motions and 68% of the time in the
control case with no contacts. Acceptability of the edited motions
for medium and very heavy force levels were below 50%, whereas
in the control case, the medium force motions were acceptable 56%
of the time. A main effect of Time showed us that the acceptability
of errors steadily deteriorated with increasing times; however, the
50% detection level was 150ms for Edited motions, and 200ms in
the Control case. In order to relate Time to correctness, we also
fitted a logistic psychometric function to the perceived correctness
of each force level using the psignifit toolbox (Figure 6). These re-
sults suggest that the additional contact cues provided by enforcing
contacts increase sensitivity to timing errors.

There was no main effect of Reaction, suggesting that timing er-
rors for early or late reactions are equally perceptible. Other in-
teraction effects showed that the light interactions were only more
acceptable for late reactions, perhaps because a person may appear
to have more ‘free will’ to brace themselves, due to the lower force
exerted. A main effect of Direction for the edited motions was due
to participants being more forgiving about timing errors for interac-
tions from the front. Investigating this effect further, we determined
that this was only true when the error was just above the threshold
of 200ms, and only for the early reaction. This could be because it
might have appeared that, as the target could see the source coming,
he therefore anticipated the push by stepping backwards earlier.

5.2 Force Mismatches

The motions for these experiments were selected based on the re-
sults of the one-character baseline, since we wished to ensure that
the perceived force level of both the source and target motions were
independently reliable. We selected two of the three most appropri-
ately rated target motions for each category, and the source motion
from the third exemplar. Therefore, no push and reaction from the
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Figure 6: Percentage of answers where the timing offset is consid-
ered to be correct.

same motion capture take was selected, as we did not wish to in-
troduce the confounding factor of some interactions being real and
others not. This left us with 2 target motions and 1 source motion,
for every force level category and every push direction. As be-
fore we varied the Direction (front, back) for each interaction, but
now also the Source Level (v. light, light, medium, heavy, v. heavy)
and the Target Level (ditto). We hypothesized that: the greater the
mismatch size between source and target force levels, the more in-
appropriate an interaction will appear; and also that over-reactions
(where the source push is light and the target reacts as if it was
heavy) would be less disturbing than under-reactions (as for rigid
body interactions [O’Sullivan et al. 2003]).

Since there were cases in this experiment where the source and tar-
get motion could come from the same actor, we applied all source
motions to one of the characters, and all target motions to the other.
This was to avoid the case where a character would push himself,
which may appear disturbing. In order to normalize retargeting er-
rors caused by applying motion from both actors to both characters,
we used the same skeleton for both models, which averaged the
height and limb lengths of the two actors. Furthermore, in order to
ensure that the timing of the interaction looked correct, we aligned
the start of the interaction for both the source and target using the in-
teraction timings automatically computed in Section 4.1. The con-
tact of the interaction was then corrected using our IK method for
the Edited experiment, and the 1m offset was again used for the
Control experiment (Section 3).

We chose the same 2AFC protocol as before for these experiments.
Participants were asked to indicate whether the reaction was ap-
propriate or inappropriate given the force of the push. For each
experiment, they viewed 150 movies in random order (3 repetitions
of each combination). Each experiment was split into two blocks,
where the push direction differed per block (with appropriate ran-
domization as before).

Results: As we were interested in determining which sizes of force
mismatch were acceptable, we sorted the data based on the size of
the Mismatch between the source level and the target level, on a
scale of 0 (target level equals source level) to 4 (target level equals
source level plus/minus 4). We also wanted to test whether there
was an effect of Reaction, i.e., whether under-reactions were more
disturbing than over-reactions, so we further sorted the data accord-
ingly. We then performed a three-way repeated measures ANOVA
with within-subjects factors: 2 Direction × 2 Reaction × 4 Mis-
match.

We found a main effect of Mismatch, where the acceptability of
the interaction deteriorated steadily with increasing differences be-
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Figure 7: Percentage of answers where the given mismatch be-
tween source and target force levels is considered appropriate (ver-
tical bars depict standard errors).

tween the source and target levels, for both the edited and un-edited
interactions. However, a mismatch of one level was imperceptible
70% of the time, which is comparable to the real interactions, which
were acceptable 82% of the time (see Figure 7). There was also a
main effect of Reaction for the edited motion, where over-reactions
were more acceptable than under-reactions, as for rigid body inter-
actions [O’Sullivan et al. 2003]. An examination of the interaction
effects reveals that this preference was true for every level of mis-
match, but only for the back direction. This could be because the
target is perceived to be more taken by surprise by a push from
behind and cannot therefore act as much under his own volition
to brace himself. He therefore acts more like an inanimate object
(e.g., as with ragdoll physics). Furthermore, there were no effects
of Reaction in the Control experiment, which suggests that the con-
tact cue was a contributory factor in participants’ judgments of this
factor.

5.3 Angular Distortions Experiment

In this experiment, we evaluated the perception of angular distor-
tions for a Push, depending on the direction in which it was applied.
We tested source Push angles from 4 directions: 0◦(pushing at the
center of the back), 22◦(i.e., center+22◦), 45◦and 67◦, as well as
pushes from both the left and right side of the target. For each Push,
we generated 4 angular Distortions of the target reaction with steps
of 0◦(i.e., matching source and target directions), 22◦, 45◦and 67◦.
We wished to distinguish between inwards and outwards Rotations.
As all pushes were performed with the right hand, each Distortion
was applied in a clockwise direction for pushes on the right side of
the target, in order to create outwards rotations, and vice versa for
the left side of the target. As we hypothesized that the perception of
the angular distortions could depend significantly on the viewpoint,
we selected two different camera Viewpoints from either side of the
pushing character and both from a canonical viewpoint. The choice
of two viewpoints also allowed us to introduce variation, thereby
encouraging participants to base their judgments on the motions
and not on any cues they might recognize due to the direction the
source was coming from.

To avoid the introduction of the confounding factor of some inter-
actions being real and others not, we selected one source motion
and one target motion from different capture takes for each of the
seven captured directions. As previously, we synchronized the start
of the interaction for both the source and target using the interaction
timings automatically computed in Section 4.1. For practical pur-
poses, we also corrected the contact of the interaction using our IK

method by enforcing the source hand to push on the target’s original
contact location, as such an alignment is reasonably straightforward
to perform and would therefore be typical in real-time applications
such as games.

We again used a 2AFC design, presenting 168 movies in random
order: 4 Push × 2 Rotation × 2 Viewpoint × 3 repetitions. After
each trial, participants were asked to indicate whether the interac-
tion was correct or incorrect. Participants were not informed about
what should be a correct interaction prior to the experiment, as we
wanted an unbiased judgment of the plausibility of the interaction.

Results: First, we ran a four-way repeated measures ANOVA in-
cluding camera Viewpoint as one variable, and found no main ef-
fect but several interactions with the other variables. By observing
the movies, it was clear that this was because one camera angle or
the other obscured the contact points for some of the distortions,
thereby leading to increased acceptability of the interaction. In or-
der to evaluate the perception of angular distortions independently
of viewpoint, we therefore selected the worst case camera view-
point for each combination of the other factors, and performed a
three-way repeated measures ANOVA with within-subjects factors:
Push, Rotation and Distortion.

We found a main effect of Distortion, with 0◦, 22◦, 45◦, and
67◦being found acceptable 83%, 71%, 61% and 41% of the time
respectively (the difference between the middle two was not statis-
tically significant). This demonstrates that angular distortions to
the target character’s reactions reduce interaction plausibility.

A main effect of Push occurred because pushes to the
center+67◦were much less believable overall, and the interaction
between Push and Rotation showed that the most plausible interac-
tions were for pushes close to the center (center+0◦, center+22◦)
with an outwards rotation of the target’s reaction direction, and
these were significantly preferred to the inwards distortions for the
center push. An examination of the interaction effects show that this
effect is mainly evident for the larger distortions. Therefore, there
is some evidence for a preference for expansion over contraction,
i.e., pushes away from vs. towards the body (as in the simpler rigid
body case). However, we would need to run further experiments,
controlling for position on the body, direction and other combina-
tions of factors, to examine this effect further.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we present a set of perceptual experiments, which help
to better understand how viewers perceive interactions between vir-
tual characters. Our results demonstrate that care must be taken
when choosing the force level of interactions, or else the plausibil-
ity of an animation will be adversely affected. From our observa-
tions, we have compiled a list of guidelines to aid in the simulation
of realistic interactions:

• Source vs. Target: Both the source and the target motions
convey information about the force level of interactions be-
tween virtual characters. Therefore, care must be taken when
capturing and editing both types of motions.

• Force level mismatch: The synthesis of new interactions will
only be plausible if the force level of both target and reaction
are closely matched. From these first experiments, a differ-
ence of one step on our scale from 1 to 5 (very light to very
heavy) was the maximum acceptable force level mismatch.
For interactive applications where a reaction is selected from
a motion database, it may be necessary to ensure that at least
one reaction within this force step would be available for all
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the possible upcoming force magnitudes (alternatively, some
form of dynamic correction may be plausible - see below).

• Interaction timing: When creating new interactions, one
should take into account the force level of the interaction
while timing the reaction. Because of the level of dynam-
ics in heavy interactions, tolerance of timing errors is much
lower for heavy interactions than for light ones. Compared
to perceptual timing thresholds in simple rigid body colli-
sions, where a delay of 60ms was acceptable 50% of the
time [O’Sullivan et al. 2003], users are more accepting of
timing anomalies in human interactions with a 50% threshold
of around 150ms on average for both late and early responses
- this may be because of the added complexity of human mo-
tions and the fact that the characters are perceived as sentient
beings who can act under their own volition. Animators and
developers can refer to Figure 6 for an estimation of maximal
timing errors depending on the level of perceptual correctness
required.

• Angular distortions: Reaction directions should be taken
into account when designing a database of responsive mo-
tions: angular distortions do reduce interaction plausibility,
and are likely to happen in interactive applications because of
the mis-alignment of characters at the time of interaction. As
for simple rigid body collisions, there is some evidence of a
preference for expansion over contraction, i.e., pushes away
from vs. towards the body.

These guidelines provide some first steps towards more natural in-
teractions between virtual characters. However, more complex fac-
tors can also influence real interactions, such as an emotional re-
sponse to a push, or multi-modal cues such as sound or touch.
These contextual parameters could have a significant effect on the
perception of the physical interaction, and will be explored in future
studies.

Over the past decade, physically based synthesis of virtual interac-
tions has become popular [Zordan and Hodgins 2002; Komura et al.
2005; Zordan et al. 2005]. However, little is known about the per-
ceived quality of these synthesized interactions. Now that we have
developed an effective methodology to study causal events between
virtual humans, we will conduct further research into the realism of
physically based simulations (e.g., ragdoll physics combined with
IK and/or mocap) compared to full motion capture.
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Two Character Baseline – 5 Level (LVL) × 2 Direction (DIR) × 2 Actor (ACT)
Effect F-Test Post-hoc
ACT F1,13 = 19.176, p < 0.001 Actor 2 perceived on average to be pushing stronger
LVL F4,52 = 1305.8, p ≈ 0 Five distinct force levels perceived
DIR×ACT F1,13 = 141.89, p ≈ 0 Actor 2 stronger than actor 1 for Front, but equal for Back
ACT×LVL F4,52 = 33.750, p ≈ 0 Force levels of actors differed over five levels
DIR×LVL F4,52 = 4.6086, p < 0.005 Some force levels differed depending on directions
DIR×ACT×LVL F4,52 = 15.945, p ≈ 0 Differences between actors mainly from Front

One Character Baseline – 2 Role × 5 Level (LVL) × 2 Direction (DIR)
Effect F-Test Post-hoc
ROLE F1,14 = 16.452, p < 0.005 Target (2.8) rated slightly stronger than source (2.5)
LVL F4,56 = 1023.3, p ≈ 0 Five distinct force levels
ROLE×DIR F1,14 = 20.292, p < 0.0005 Target stronger than source only for Front
ROLE×LVL F4,56 = 8.8484, p < 0.00001 Five distinct force levels for source and target

Source never ranked stronger than target
DIR×LVL F4,56 = 22.626, p ≈ 0 Force levels differed for 2 levels depending on directions
ROLE×DIR×LVL F4,56 = 4.6681, p < 0.005 Source and target are less consistent for Front than Back

Temporal Errors – 2 Direction (DIR) × 3 Level (LVL) × 2 Reaction (REACT) × 8 Time
Effect F-Test Post-hoc
LVL F2,28 = 9.3102, p < 0.001 V. Light interactions on average perceived to be more correct
TIME F7,98 = 141.77, p ≈ 0 Higher timing offset more incorrect
DIR F1,14 = 11.317, p < 0.005 Front on average more correct than Back
LVL×REACT F2,28 = 6.2389, p < 0.01 Late reactions more plausible for v. light interactions
LVL×TIME F14,196 = 5.1345, p ≈ 0 V. Light more correct longer
DIR×TIME F7,98 = 5.8789, p < 0.00001 Front more correct than Back around the 50% threshold
DIR×REACT×TIME F7,98 = 4.6242, p < 0.0005 Front more correct than Back only for Early reactions
LVL×REACT×TIME F14,196 = 4.6147, p ≈ 0 V. Light more correct longer for Late reactions only
DIR×LVL×REACT×TIME F14,196 = 3.4658, p < 0.00005 Strong early reaction from the front particularly implausible

Force Mismatches – 2 Direction (DIR) × 2 Reaction × 4 Mismatch (MISM)
Effect F-Test Post-hoc
MISM F3,42 = 193.98, p ≈ 0 Step 2 already incorrect in 65% of cases
REACTION F1,14 = 14.440, p < 0.005 Over-reactions preferred to under-reactions
DIR×REACTION F1,14 = 27.055, p < 0.0005 Over-reactions preferred to under-reactions only for the Back
DIR×REACTION×MISM F3,42 = 3.7424, p < 0.05 Over-reactions > under-reactions for every Step for the Back

Angular Distortions – 4 Push (PUSH) × 2 Rotation (ROT) × 4 Distortion (DIST)
Effect F-Test Post-hoc
PUSH F3,42 = 6.9012, p < 0.001 Pushes farther from the center much less believable overall
DIST F3,42 = 26.940, p ≈ 0 Higher angular distortions more incorrect
PUSH×DIST F9,126 = 2.3289, p < 0.05 0 and 22◦distortions similar for pushes close to the center
PUSH×ROT F3,42 = 4.8727, p < 0.01 Outwards > Inwards for pushes close to the center
PUSH×DIST×ROT F9,126 = 2.6448, p < 0.01 Outwards > Inwards mainly for largest distortions

Table 2: Main significant results of the presented experiments. The full statistical analysis is available in supplementary materials.
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